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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Evaluate the determinant of the matrix A using elements of the third column,

11 -s 21

*n.,. A=17 3 41.I L, , slt-
2. Find a vector perpendicular to both i-3i +2k and 5i -i-4k.

3. Define the co mmutator ol lhe matrices A and 8..

P.T.O.



4. Show that the functions 1, cos x,sinx, are linearly independent.

5. Write two physical examples of line integrals.

6. State Green s theorem in a plane.

7. Write the standard form of a first order linear ordinary differential equation.

8. Write the characteristic equation ol y"+y'-2y =0 .

9. Find the period for the motion of a particle whose distance s from the origin is

s = 3cossf .

10. Find the average value of sinx over [0,22].

(10 x.t =.10 Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

'11. Find the row reduced augmented matrix form of ine set of equations

x-2y+13=0 y-4x-17=0.

12. verii/ that the,",* e =][_-[ f],. onnonon,,

13. Show that a product of orthogonal matrices is orthogonal.

14. Find the distance betlveen the points (4, -1,2,7) and (2,3;1,9).
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15. Evaluale the line integral/ = { x dy , where C isthecirclein

bY x' t Y' :a2, z=0-

16. Define simply connected and multiply connected regions.

the xy-plane defined

18.

17 Show that the vectot field a = (xy' + z)i +(x'y +Z)i + x* is conservative.

Find the volume enclosed between a sphere of radius a centred on the origin and

a circular cone of half-angle a with its vertex at the origin.

19. Find the value of b for which the equation (xy'+nx'y)dx+(x+y)x'?dy =gis
exact.

20. Find the orthogonal trajectories of the family of curues x2 y2 = 6 .

21. Find the general solution of y"+8y'-16y = 0 .

Solve x'y"+xy'-y =0 .

State Dirichlet theorem.

24. Write the complex form of Fourier Series and corresponding Fourier coefficients.

25. Show that the product of two even functions is even-

26. Write the Fourier coefficients ao and a, of f(x)=1'?,!v6g. -1<x<1.

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Find the equation of the plane through the three points p(1,O,2), O(- 1,1,2),

R(5,0,3).

28. Verify that (- z,r,a,O)(0,-S,1,-o \(- 2,4,0,2)l is an orthogonat set of vectors in rRa.

29. Find the equation of the conic 2x2+4xy-y' =24 relative to the principal axes. 
]

I

l

30. Using creen's Theorem, evaluate the area enclosed Ov tn. !'^ - I = I ., --- -, -.- a b2

31. Compute the divergence ofthe vector field a= xyzi+3x,yj +(xz, -y.r)X.

32. Find the vector area of the surface of the hemisphere x, +y, +2, =a, with

z>O.

33. Make the given equation exact and hence solve: yax + (x'y - x)ay = O .

34. Solve ! - y3in2y = x. gss, y .ox'

35. Solve the initial value Woblem y"+4y'+2Oy = O, y(O)= g, y'(O)= tO.

36. Solve x'y"+7 xy'+13y = O .
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37. Solve the non homogeneous equation y"+4y = 8x' .

38. Express the function f(x) = x, when 1 < x < 1 as a Fourier series with period 2.

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. (a) Use Gram-schmidt method to transform the basis A = {1,1,1,0,[B = (- 1,0. . 1.1i

C = (- 1,0,0,-, into an orthonormal set of basis vectors e1,e2,e3.

41. (a) Given the vector field a=yi +xj +zk, verify Stoke's theorem for the

hemispherical surface x'z + y2 + z2 =,a2,2>O .

(b) The vector lield F is defined by a=2xzi+zyz'zj+lx, +2y,2-1\k

Calculate Vxa.

42. (a) Find a particular solution of y"-3y'4y =-8e'cos2x.

(b) Find the inner product ol A : (3i,1 - i,2 + 3i,1 + 2i), B = (- 1,1 + 2i,3 - i, i).

40. Find the eigen values and the corresponding eigen vectors of the matrix

[8 -6 21
l-6 7 -41.
I

L2 -4 3l

I

(b) Solve the tvP y"-y' 2y =3e",y(O)-O,y'(O):-2.
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43. Find the Fourier series for the function
[0,

r(x)= ]t,
10.

when-?<x<-1
when-1<x<1
when 1< x <2

44. Find the Fourier series for the Iunction tU) ). k'when^';r t''Q 
und

\k.wnene< x. E

/lx - 2)= f(x) and hence deduce that f. i \lL4 ?*2n +1

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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